CITY OF PHOENIX POLICE DEPARTMENT
Incident Reports For Listed Crimes
In Grid(s) CI25
According to Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Criteria
Date of Occurrence 1/1/2015 to 12/31/20151

Crime Type
Homicide
Rape
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Burglary
Motor Vehicle Theft
Arson
UCR Part II Sex Offenses2
Total

CI25
0
0
2
2
18
4
0
0
26

Domestic Violence3
Bias Crimes4

5
0

1

UCR Part II Sex Offenses are not available from 10/10/15 through 12/31/15.

2

UCR Part II Sex Offenses include sex with a minor and molestation.

3

Domestic Violence refers to incidents in which the domestic violence flag was marked "Y" as identified by the officer at the scene and includes
all reported crime types, including crime counts from the above list.
4

Bias Crimes includes crime counts from the above list in addition to larceny/theft, simple assault, intimidation/threats, and criminal
damage/vandalism. These incidents were identified and/or marked as a bias crime incident by the Bias Crimes Detail.
Incident reports still pending entry into the RMS system will not be included. Counts may change as additional reports are approved and/or
reclassified. Any reports with missing or incomplete information may not be properly depicted in this report. Implementation of a new Records
Management System (RMS) occurred October 10, 2015; use caution when comparing totals across years. This report is based on Uniform Crime
Reporting (UCR) criteria which are not equivalent to Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) statistics and therefore this data cannot be directly
compared to ARS reports. Under the hierarchy rule of UCR, only the most severe offense of an incident is counted. Aggravated assaults are
counted by victim. Numbers may differ from other published reports due to case updates/reclassifications and/or to differences associated with
unfounded incidents. UCR data excludes unfounded cases if the incident and the unfound occurred in the same month. However, if the incident
and the unfound occurred in different months, then the removal of the unfounded cases will not be reflected in the data. The information in this
report is based on georeferenced addresses and may change as the geobase is improved and/or updated. Any inaccuracies in the geobase may
result in addresses georeferencing to the incorrect grid, beat, squad, precinct or council district. Beginning January 2014, the UCR Rape
category now includes the new FBI rape definition. Therefore, caution should be given when comparing across years.

APPROXIMATE GRID BOUNDARIES:
CI25

Peoria Av/Shea Bl to Mountain View Rd, 19th Av to 15th Av

PHOENIX POLICE DEPARTMENT
Crime Analysis and Research Unit
#33380 jaf 9/28/2016
Source: SQLDB03/UCRData, UCR_REPORTED_INCIDENTS
K:\C.A.R.U\Ad-Hoc Requests\External\Citizen\33380 jaf Clery - American Indian College - 10020 N 15th Av\Clery Act School Templ

CITY OF PHOENIX POLICE DEPARTMENT
Incident Reports For Listed Crimes
At 10020 N 15th Av
According to Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Criteria
Date of Occurrence 1/1/2015 to 12/31/20151

Crime Type
Homicide
Rape
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Burglary
Motor Vehicle Theft
Arson
UCR Part II Sex Offenses2
Total

Total
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Domestic Violence3
Bias Crimes4

0
0

1

UCR Part II Sex Offenses are not available from 10/10/15 through 12/31/15.

2

UCR Part II Sex Offenses include sex with a minor and molestation.

3

Domestic Violence refers to incidents in which the domestic violence flag was marked "Y" as identified by the officer at the scene and includes
all reported crime types, including crime counts from the above list.
4

Bias Crimes includes crime counts from the above list in addition to larceny/theft, simple assault, intimidation/threats, and criminal
damage/vandalism. These incidents were identified and/or marked as a bias crime incident by the Bias Crimes Detail.

Incident reports still pending entry into the RMS system will not be included. Counts may change as additional reports are approved and/or
reclassified. Any reports with missing or incomplete information may not be properly depicted in this report. Implementation of a new Records
Management System (RMS) occurred October 10, 2015; use caution when comparing totals across years. This report is based on Uniform Crime
Reporting (UCR) criteria which are not equivalent to Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) statistics and therefore this data cannot be directly
compared to ARS reports. Under the hierarchy rule of UCR, only the most severe offense of an incident is counted. Aggravated assaults are
counted by victim. Numbers may differ from other published reports due to case updates/reclassifications and/or to differences associated with
unfounded incidents. UCR data excludes unfounded cases if the incident and the unfound occurred in the same month. However, if the incident
and the unfound occurred in different months, then the removal of the unfounded cases will not be reflected in the data. Apartment numbers,
unit numbers, or suite numbers are not always entered in the data. Therefore, this report reflects counts based on address information without
specifying apartment/unit/suite numbers. This means that any incident at the same street address would be included in the count regardless of
the apartment/unit/suite number. Beginning January 2014, the UCR Rape category now includes the new FBI rape definition. Therefore, caution
should be given when comparing across years.
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CITY OF PHOENIX POLICE DEPARTMENT
Adult and Juvenile Charges for Select Statute Codes
In Grid(s) CI25
According to Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) Criteria
Date of Arrest 1/1/2015 to 12/31/2015

Count of Charges for Adults

Crime Type
Drug Law Violations
Illegal Weapons Possession
Liquor Law Violations
Stalking
Total

CI25
22
0
0
0
22

Count of Charges for Juveniles (Under 18)

Crime Type
Drug Law Violations
Illegal Weapons Possession
Liquor Law Violations
Stalking
Total

CI25
0
0
0
0
0

Arrests may have multiple charges. Counts are the number of charges, not number of arrests. Any arrests with missing or incomplete
information are not included. This report is based on Arizona Revised Statutes which are not equivalent to Uniform Crime Reporting
Statistics and therefore this data cannot be directly compared to data from other states. Liquor Law Violations are queried as Statute
Code like "4-*". Drug Law Violations are queried as Statute Code like "13-34*". Illegal Weapons Possession is queried as Statute Code
like "13-3102*". Stalking Violations are queried as Statute Code like "13-2923*". Charges included are those that were recorded on adult
arrests and juvenile contacts. The information in this report is based on georeferenced addresses and may change as the geobase is
improved and/or updated. Any inaccuracies in the geobase may result in addresses georeferencing to the incorrect grid, beat, squad,
precinct or council district.

APPROXIMATE GRID BOUNDARIES:
CI25

Peoria Av/Shea Bl to Mountain View Rd, 19th Av to 15th Av
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CITY OF PHOENIX POLICE DEPARTMENT
Adult and Juvenile Charges for Select Statute Codes
At 10020 N 15th Av
According to Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) Criteria
Date of Arrest 1/1/2015 to 12/31/2015

Count of Charges for Adults

Crime Type
Drug Law Violations
Illegal Weapons Possession
Liquor Law Violations
Stalking
Total

Total
0
0
0
0
0

Count of Charges for Juveniles (Under 18)

Crime Type
Drug Law Violations
Illegal Weapons Possession
Liquor Law Violations
Stalking
Total

Total
0
0
0
0
0

Arrests may have multiple charges. Counts are the number of charges, not number of arrests. Any arrests with missing or incomplete information
are not included. This report is based on Arizona Revised Statutes which are not equivalent to Uniform Crime Reporting Statistics and therefore this
data cannot be directly compared to data from other states. Liquor Law Violations are queried as Statute Code like "4-*". Drug Law Violations are
queried as Statute Code like "13-34*". Illegal Weapons Possession is queried as Statute Code like "13-3102*". Stalking Violations are queried as
Statute Code like "13-2923*". Charges included are those that were recorded on adult bookings, juvenile detentions/referrals, and citations in lieu of
detention (CLD) documents. Apartment numbers, unit numbers, or suite numbers are not always entered in the data. Therefore, this report reflects
counts based on address information without specifying apartment/unit/suite numbers. This means that any incident at the same street address
would be included in the count regardless of the apartment/unit/suite number.
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